Comments to the Computer Related Crime Report

Our Premise:

ISFS is a society for computer security and forensics professionals. From our point of view, any measures to make the job of computer crime investigation easier are welcome.

Our Comments:

1. The report is well written and it is a move in the right direction.
2. It covers common computer crime issues of today.
3. The privacy issue is complicated and needs more study.
4. Denial of Services attack will be common and deserves explicit treatment. In our current law, we do not have any ordinance directly covering the Denial of Services attack issues.
5. Computer crime investigation will be easier with the cooperation of the ISPs and web hosting companies. However, in doing so, the privacy of sensitive data must be taken into consideration.
6. As a consequence of point 5, we believe ISP system administrators should have basic understanding in computer forensics and incident handling, mainly to reserve the evidence of crime.
7. We suggest ISPs, web hosting companies, data ware house and content service providers should maintain a minimal security standards.
8. Private sectors and academics should be encouraged to collaborate with law enforcement entities in establishing industry-best practices acceptable in court, and also to define issues and solutions in fighting computer crime.
9. The Government should step up effort in promoting security awareness and establishing security infrastructure. According to our understanding, internet infrastructure organization like ISP, major content service provider like Internet news media, government service provider like ESD life should be included as Security Infrastructure.
11. Hacking tools should not be banned. The tools are benefit to the society. But one could also control hacking tools by using a procedure similar to existing procedures in stopping misuse of knives and other weapons.
12. Key-escrow / backup infrastructure should be setup and managed by the Certificate and Digital ID provider. With Court approval, law enforcement entity can be authorized to use the alternative keys should be for forensic analysis on Business encrypted data.

13. Similar process should be enforced on password capture/reset/retrieve for the suspect as point 12.

14. Port Scanning should not be considered illegal action.

15. Computer data flowing over network should be considered and protected under Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance. Network monitoring within ISP should normally be considered illegal unless with Court approval.
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